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Communities that have clearly stated goals appear to attract people with similar

goals and who arc often like each other; this creates a stable community in which

there is less hostility. Broadly based communities tend to experience more interper

sonal confrontations becauseparticipants have different expectations and may become

frustrated when these expectations arc not met. Interestingly, however, some

evidence suggests that off-topic ideas introduced by cross-posting from outside the

community can have positive impact on discussion (Whittaker, Terveen, Hill, &

Cherny, 1998; Chapter 6).

A community's purpose isone ofseveralfactors that influence people's interactions in

online communities (Wallace, 1999, p. 9), as well as the characterof a community. In

a study of one hundred listscrver and bulletin board communities, empathy among

participants was strongest in patient and emotional support communities, and hosti

lity was low (Preece & Ghozati, 1998a,b). Aggressive comments were voiced most

frequently in religious, political, and cultural communities; little empathy was

expressed in these communities. Professional communities of practice also tend to

have theirown characters. Heated discussion anddisagreement about ideas is integral

to these cultures and is to be expected. In contrast, similar behavior in a patient

support (Prccce, 1999) or commercial community can devastate trust between

members.

For newcomers, knowing the purpose of a community and stating it clearly (as in

rci.com, discussed in Chapter 2) also helps to deter casual visitors who lack commit

ment, along with those who will become frustrated because they are not getting

what they expected from the community. But statement of purpose is not enough;
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sociability is complex, and many factors interact to influence people's behavior. For

example, the purpose of a community, together with a registration policy require

ment, gives individuals a strong senseof focus, letting them know what to expect of

future meetings; this in turn reduces aggression (Walther, 1994). People with similar

attitudes and ideas are attracted to each other, and meeting in online communities has

the advantage of eliminating prejudging based on someone's appearance (Wallace,

1999, p. 141).

People

People are the pulse of any community. Without them, there is no community.

Vibrant discussion, new ideas, and continually changing content distinguish online

communities from Web pages. Personalities come and go; some are not missed, while

others leave large dents in the community's character. For example, Gerard Phillips

became a well-known character and provocateur in a scholarly discussion group

(Bcrgc, 1992). He hotly debated topics, always had an interesting, though often

controversial, comment, and was very active. Thus, his presence contributed greatly

to the community's character. People loved him or loved to hate him for his feisty

rhetoric. When Gerard died, so did the group.

The broader a community's purpose, the wider the range of people that may be

attracted to it, which can be challenging for online community developers.

Knowledge of cognitive and social psychology is important for understanding

people's online behavior (Wallace, 1999). This is discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Awareness of the special roles that people fill, like Gerard Phillips's provocateur role,

is also helpful, because such roles can have strong positive or negative impact on a

community. Some roles that have been identified include: moderators and mediators,

who guide discussions and serve as arbiters in disputes; professional commentators,

who give opinions and guide discussion; provocateurs, who provoke; general

participants, who contribute to discussions; and lurkers, who silently observe. Let's

examine each in turn.

Moderators and mediators

Moderators and mediators help to govern communities. Moderators' roles vary

according to the moderation policy of the community, but they generally try to

ensure that people behave reasonably and help to direct activity in the community.

Mediators, called in to settle disputes, generally take a less active role than moderators;

they may even be on call to several groups at once.

People marvel at the unusually open, honest, and sometimes intimate nature of much

online communication (Harasim, Hiltz, Teles, & TurofF, 1995; Hiltz. 1994; Hiltz &

Turoff, 1993; Sproull & Kiesler, 1991). The dark side is that people can be just as

aggressive and unpleasant online as in face-to-face situations. In fact, not having to

face people, and knowing that you may never encounter them again online seemsto

encourage participants to vent negative feelings, often for no apparent reason. Such ad

hoiitiiicni attacks are known asflames. A key role for moderators and mediators is to

prevent flames, particularly in health and support communities where they can be

devastating (Prccce, 1998, 1999).
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Another problem for many groups is dealing with unsolicited junk mail known as

spam (Cranor & LaMacchia, 1998), a term coined from the British television comedy

show Monty Python, in which people kept saying spam, spam, spam, spam, spam in a

nonsensical manner. Uncontrolled spam can jam email accounts and bring down

servers. By the spring of 1996, spam made up a considerable portion of the email

received by customers of major Internet service providers. At times, as much as 50

percent of the email on the Internet was spam. This figure dropped to 30 percent in

1997, but since then it has started to rise again despite attempts to use filters and other

techniques to reduce it (Cranor & LaMacchia, 1998). Unfortunately, spam is cheap

and easy to send. You can do it yourself or pay as little as S200 to a commercial

company to send 100,000 messages (Cranor & LaMacchia, 1998). As William

Baldwin wrote in Forbes magazine, "Junk email courses through the Internet, clog

ging our computers, and diverting attention from mail wc really want. America

Online estimates it is the unwilling bearer of at least a million pieces of spam per

day" (Baldwin, 1998, p. 254).

The moderator role is not confined to just preventing flaming and spam, however.

Moderators of electronic discussion groups perform many different tasks (Berge,

1992; Collins & Berge, 1997; Salmon, 2000), including:

• Facilitating, to keep the group focused and "on-topic."

• Managing the list—archiving, deleting and adding subscribers.

• Filtering messages and deciding which ones to post. Typically, this involves
removing flames, libelous posts, spam, and inappropriate or distracting jokes,
and generally keeping the ratio of relevant messages high, often described as

the signal/noise ratio.
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• Being the expert, answering frequently asked questions (FAQs) or directing
people to online FAQs, and understanding the topics of discussion.

• Editing text or digests, or formatting messages.

• Opening questions, to generate discussion.

• Marketing the list to others, which generally involves providing information
about it.

• Helping people with general needs.

• Ensuring that flaming and ad hominem attacks are done offline.

Levels of activity, too, vary among moderators, from reading, making judgments,

taking action on every single message, and updating FAQs regularly to stepping in

only occasionally to deter a future transgression. Most moderators are self-taught or

have learned by observing others on the job (Feenberg, 1989). As in face-to-face

meetings, keeping discussions focused can be difficult, especially as each thread of

conversation represents a participant's personal entry to the discussion. Repeatedly

calling the discussion to order is likely to produce perplexed withdrawal, whereas by

extractingkey parts of themes, moderators can "weave" the discussion together.

Being a good moderator requires skill and experience (Collins & Berge, 1997).

Moderation can be very time-consuming, if done diligently; it is essentially a labor

of love that may take many hours every day. Consequently, it can be difficult to find

people willing to moderate, in which case, mediation may have to be used in which a

member of the community calls in a mediator only if a problem occurs.

Of course, there arc those who believe that the Internet should be a place for free

speech and that everyone should be able to talk about anything, regardless of the
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community's "purpose." The following quote illustrates the ambivalence of one

listscrver moderator:

Hmmm. How inviolable should the original purpose be? I manage a list that now

only rarely touches on the topic it was originally supposed to talk about. So? The

conversation is shaped by the community's current and compelling interests. The

original topic reemerges when someone needs to talk about it, when it has some

kind of immediate relevance to someone's life. Fine with me (Berge, 1992).

This comment is an interesting one, which raisesan important sociability issue: How

much can we set social policies, and how much should we let them evolve with the

community? After all, some of the most enlightening conversations are "off topic."

Conversely, it can be extremely frustrating when facilitators allow discussions to

wander too far off course. Rules and roles are needed, certainly, but at the same

time it must be remembered that people are not machines. They should not be

regulated by rules all the time. To protect moderators from criticism, most online

communities make their moderation rules public. Chapter 9 discusses how commu

nity developers can help moderators to be skillful facilitators.

Professionals

Some communities, like the hosted chats in drkoop.com {Chapter 2) and

Amazon.com invite experts to lead discussions and answer questions. These sessions

typically are scheduled and take place on chats. For example, many medical com

munities have allocated times during which physicians are present. At other times

members of the community talk among themselves, and information exchanged
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during these conversations may not be correct. Similarly, literature groups often

invite authors to lead discussions or discuss their latest book.

Many communities seem to develop unwritten rules about professionals declaring

themselves as such to the community. Nurses, doctors, and others with medical

expertise often are expected to say who they are to the group. The presence of

professionals in a community changes the knowledge hierarchy, which can have

both positive and negative impacts on interactions within the community.

Lurkers

Linker is the term used to describe someone who does not participate; he observes

what is going on but remains silent. Some people spend many hours lurking, and

know the topics of conversation and key players in the community well (Nonnecke,

2000). Others becomeso familiar with the community that they feel they belong to it

in spite of their bystander behavior (Nonnecke & Preece, 1999). Little research has

beendone on lurking, but it isknown to be a common phenomenon; estimates of the

ratio of lurkers to posters are unreliable, but 100:1 is commonly quoted. In the

WELL, a community network known for high interaction, about 80 percent of its

6,600 members did not post during a one-month period (Sproull & Faraj, 1997). In a

study that compared 77 health support groups with 21 technical support groups, the

average percentage of lurkers in the health support groups was46 percent, whereas in

the technical support groups, it was 82 percent (Nonnecke & Preece, 2000a).

In the vernacular, the term lurker has pejorative connotations. Many think of a lurker

as someone who hangs around, often with sinister or, at best, annoying (to us)
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motives, or as a free-loader, someone who wants something for nothing. Since the

goal of most online communities is discussion and interaction, there may be some

justification for this less than flattering view of lurkers. After all, the success of the

community depends on active participation and ongoing contributions that will

entice current members back and encourage new ones to join. Lurkers get the benefits

of belonging to the group without giving anything back. A sense of shame in this

regard is evident in a comment from a participant in a recent study.

Maybe it's a sign of my own mild discomfort around being a lurker, but I found

it reassuring to recognize myself and my behavior within the continuum you

describe, and to see lurking treated seriously, with both acceptance and respect.

As a lurker, I'm so used to observing from the sidelines and participating vicar

iously that it's strangely gratifying to read an article that speaks directly to that

experience. It's almost like suddenly feeling part of an (until-now) invisible

community of lurkers (Nonnecke cV Preece, 1999).

For somepeople, the notion of lurking issufficiently threatening to the well-being of

the community that they questionhow communitiescan organizeand govern them

selves to prevent lurking, which is seen as a lack of commitment to the community

(Ostrom, 1990). However, a strong sense of attachment to the group on the part of

linkers may generate a desire for reciprocity as occurs with participants (Wellman &

Gulia, 1998; Kollock & Smith, 1996).

In an ethnographic study, ten lurkers were interviewed at length to find out the

extent of their lurking, and why they did not post (Nonnecke & Preece, 1999).

Collectively, they described 41 communities, of which 25 were listservs, 7 were
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bulletin boards, 5 were newsgroups, 3 were chat rooms, and 1 was a MOO. All in this

study belonged to or had belonged to communities in which they never posted, or

posted rarely. Even from this small sample, it is clear that lurking involves a complex

set of behaviors, rationales, and activities, in a space rich with possibilities. Reasons

given by lurkers for not posting include:

• They didn't understand the community (e.g., they didn't know the audience,
comfort level, topic area, individuals)

•

•

Personal factors (e.g., culture of origin, motivation)

Posting takes time

No personal or practical need (e.g., able to gather without posting, just

reading, no reason to respond)

No community requirement (e.g., no expectation or requirement)

Structure of community (e.g., posting not possible, part of community is non-
posting: FAQ, moderation)

Information seeking (e.g., more interested in information than interaction,
reading with a specific goal in mind)

Privacy (e.g., sensitivity of employer, fear of archiving, fear of spamming)

Safety (e.g., can't offend if don't post, curiosity without exposure)

• Involvement (e.g., maintain emotional detachment, makes leaving easier, shy)

• Community responsiveness (e.g., delay between posting and response, non-

response to posts)

• Value ofposting (e.g., no response required, nothing to offer, unable to add value)

• Interaction mechanisms (e.g., volume of posting, user interface, anonymity)

Efficiency(e.g., not posting takes lesstime, others will respond, value without cost)

One of the most interesting findings from this study was that lurkers can become so

immersed in the community's discussions that they feel they know the participants
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and that they belong to the community even though they have never posted a

message. Undoubtedly, individual psychological profiles influence online behavior

just as in other aspects of life. There are impetuous, impulsive, A-personality types;

cautious participants who watch and size up the community before venturing in;

those who don't feel a need to make themselves heard if others represent their

opinions; wallflowers who get what they need without intruding or who are too

timid to make themselves known.

Participants

In any medium, certain people learn to dominate and groups tend to move in direc

tions driven by dominant personalities (Wallace, 1999). Communities change when

certain people join and/or leave them. Dominant characters, those that set themselves

up as "stars" in the community, can have a particularly strong impact there. For

example, lurking is more strongly associated with some communities than others and

can be influenced by stars. In a study in which community participants were inter

viewed, several said that fear ofreactions from others, shyness, or fear that their words

would be misunderstood or misquoted inhibited them from posting (Nonnecke &

Preece, 1999).

People's "real life" roles also change when they go online. For example, teachers

report they change when they go online. Those who are strong and confident in a

classroom can find themselves floundering and nervous online (Feenbcrg, 1989). Lack

of familiarity with the medium, and the equalizing effect of the Internet arc con

tributing factors (Wallace, 1999), which are discussed further in Chapter 5.
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Once online, similar people can strongly influence the character of an online com

munity. In a community that hasa strongly stated purpose (e.g., Bob's bulletinboard

in Chapter 2), there is less potential for dramatic change than in those with a broad or

poorly defined purpose. In MUDs, for example, it has been observed that players

tend to fall into distinct behavioral groups (Bartlc, 1996). There are socializers,

explorers, collectors, achievers (who focus on developing skills), even some killers.

Tensions between groups, depending on population size, can greatly alter the char

acter of the MUD. If one group tends to predominate, it will skew the overall

character of the community. For example, when there arc many socializers killers

get fed up and leave, and the MUD becomes more like a social chat group.

Conversely, too many killers will cause other players to leave, and the MUD will

die—as in nature, the environment can only sustain a limited number of predatory

killers (Wallace, 1999).As in real life, online, reciprocity between people isneeded for

the group to survive (Rheingold, 1994).

Communitysize

The size of a community can strongly influence its activities. Too few people will

generate too little communication, making the community unattractive to new

comers. Too many people will create a senseofbeing overwhelmed, of not knowing

anyone. Critical mass, the number of people needed to make a communication

system or a community useful, varies from community to community (Markus,

1987, 1990; Morris & Ogan, 1996; Rice, 1994).

Critical mass is a meaningful concept, but hard to quantify and somewhat nebulous

for practical purposes {Chapter r5). As the Internet continues to grow in popularity, the
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concept ofcritical mass is likely to develop to include not just a lower bound but also

upper bounds. The concern for some systems will be having too many people.

Already, some communities, such as Ultima, the fantasy world, and Active

Worlds virtual chat environments, have millions of members. Deciding on the

optimum number of people in any discussion may not be easy. Furthermore, know

ing how and at what point to break groups into subgroups to encourage greater

interpersonal communication will also be difficult. As noted, communities have

different purposes, so their intrinsic characteristics vary. What works for one may

not work for another. Finding better ways to represent participants and their

activities on-screen is a challenge for designers (Erickson, Smith, Kcllog, Laff,

Richards, & Bradner, 1999; Viegas & Donath, 1999). Appropriate representations

may also increase the user's sense of social presence (Rice, 1993; Short, Williams, &

Christie, 1976; Chapter 5) and support better communication in online conversations.

Chat Circles is an example of an abstract graphical environment for synchronous

conversations (Viegas & Donath, 1999). The presence of participants {Chapter 5) and

their activity are made apparent by changes in color and form. Proximity-based

filtering intuitively breaks large groups into conversational clusters, and archives of

a conversation arc made available. On logging in, each person selects a color, dis

played as a circle, with a small label next to it—the user's chosen name.

Discriminating between colors may be a problem for large groups, though color

ranges can be discerned. Furthermore, in chat conversations colors do not appear to

have intrinsic meaning; for example, not all users assume that red means angry.

Changes in a person's activity arc represented by changes in the size of the circle

(Figure 3.1). User messagesare displayed for a few seconds and then gradually fade. In
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Figure 3.1 The conversational interface in Chat Circles

Viegas 6V Don.uli. I9SI9. Reproduced by permission oI'MIT Media Laboratory

a separate window, timelines with horizontal bars indicate the length ofeach message

and show the conversational history (Figure 3.2). Individual messages can be read by

dragging the cursor over the line. This system provides information about lurkers'

nonposting activity, which may concern them.

Babble (Erickson et al., 1999) has some similarities to Chat Circles. It also represents a

participant's presence graphically, using small circles. The designers' goal was to

encourage greater informality and sense of community and social connection

among people in workplace discussions. One member of the group is a teleworker

situated many miles away from the others, so an online community offered the

potential for drawing the group together. Both Chat Circles and Babble are early

93
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Figure 3.2 Conversational threads represent each user's activity history during

a chat session

Viegas & Donath, 1999. Reproduced by permission of MIT Media Laboratory

research efforts to make activity in chat environments more transparent. How well

such representations will scale for large groups has yet to be investigated.

Policies

Communities need policies to direct online behavior. Specifically, policies arc needed

to determine: requirements for joining a community, the style of communication

among participants, accepted conduct, and repercussions for nonconformance. Some

policy statements are strongly worded, skillfully crafted documents. Others take the
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form of suggested rules, and as such arc much less formal. Unwritten codes of

conduct may alsoexist.The type of policies and how they arc presented can strongly

influence who joins the community and its character.

Online communities arc also subject to national and international laws passed to

protect people against copyright infringement, libel, pornography, terrorism, racism,

and other offenses,and to protect free speech and democracy. Currently, a number of

these policies are being devised specifically for the Internet. Others already in exis

tence arc being applied to the Internet. Many online communities explicitly state that

antisocial behavior involving obscene language, aggression, unlawful acts, and racism

will not be tolerated. Until recently, there have been relatively few reported incidents

of extremist behavior in online communities, but as more people come online these

will increase, especially as those at the margins of society, such as members of hate

groups, dissidents, and the like gain Internet access.

Community governance

Communitygovernance directs what people can or should do and what they should not

or cannot do. It is intended to help prevent problems. Just as in a physicalcommunity,

governance can make or break the community. Too little, and the community may

crumble under the weight of flames and spam; too much, and the community may

begin to feel like a correction center with do's and don'ts posted everywhere.

Governance can span many different topics including:

• Joining and leaving requirements

• By-laws
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• Codes of practice for communication

• Rules for moderation

• Issues of privacy and trust

• Practices for distinguishing professionally contributed information that can be
relied upon from other information

• Rules for copyright

• Democracy and free speech in the community and on the Net more widely

Governance procedures can have a major impact on the interactions in a community,

and hence, on its character, which is well illustrated by this story from the WELL. In

1990, Brian Newman effected "electronic death" in the WELL by removing from the

files all the correspondence he had contributed (Branscomb, 1994). Several partici

pants who believed that his contributions were the public property of the group

responded angrily. They said he had no right to delete the files from the community's

memory. They claimed that by doing so he altered the integrity of the recorded

discussions. Note, however, he had not broken any rules. The incident highlights the

fine line that separates public and private property in a community.

Joining and leaving policies

Communities that arc completely open enable anyone to drop in and out as they

please. This may be convenient, but it is sometimes abused, as in many UscNct

communities. Open communities encourage unscrupulous people to cross-post

spam and flaming messages between communities. Scams can also be distributed

rapidly. For example, it was amazing to sec the speed at which a message offering

a homeopathic cure for cancer surged through open UscNct medical lists.

Fortunately, a warning message followed soon afterward, but sadly, not before
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some victims had parted with their money. For these reasons, many communities

have joiningrequirements. Thoughstill opento everyone, having to register, provide

a login name and password, and then wait several hours or days for acceptance

does deter less-serious or unscrupulous people from casually dropping into the

community.

Joining a listserver requires this information to receive messages, and an increasing

number of other communities now also require participants to join. Of course, by

requiring registration, it also makes it easier for community owners to keep track of

their membership, which is also useful for advertising purposes. Web-based commu

nities generally require users to fill in a form; MUDs and MOOs also ask new

members to decide on an alias—a name that identifies them online. In very large

MUD communities, this may be more difficult to do than it sounds because many of

the preferred names, such as sexy_sue or elvis, may already be in use. Some commu

nities also require newcomers, known as newbies, to develop their own characters,

cither in the form of a textual description or by selecting an avatar, as in palace.com.

Many systems now grant newcomers visitor status so that they can experience the

community for a limited period of time to help them decide whether they want to

join. Visitors' activities are generally restricted. Another solution is to allow unregis

tered people reading rights only, thus preventing them from posting until they are

registered.

Leaving a community may involve an active process of dcregistration; or, in rare

cases, a person may be removed after prolonged inactivity.
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By-laws

Codes of behavior in a community may be imposed by a developer or owner or be

agreed on by the community democratically. The ideal situation for many online

communities is to have developers to institute unimposing by-laws that providejust

enough guidance to start the community, but that are sufficiently flexible to allow it

to evolve. Such cases indicate an excellent understanding of sociability. During the

first four years of the WELL, for example, there was only one rule: "You own your

own words" (Figallo, 1998, p. 95). The aim there was to assign responsibility to

participants for their own words and to protect the WELL's developers from legal

liability. A later by-law was a tersely worded rule prohibiting flame attacks on

individuals. These simple rules arc clear examples of two key reasons for by-laws:

first, to provide legal protection, particularly for community owners; second, to

reduce antisocial behavior. From his considerable experience as a Web community

host, Figallo specifics the following fundamental, simply stated rules (Figallo, 1998,

p. 96-97):

• Words posted are the responsibility of the poster.

• Posting illegally obtained information, such as stolen credit card numbers or
personal information, is illegal.

• Posting information to which someone else owns the copyright is not allowed.

• Posting pornography or other unlawful information is not allowed.

• Harassment of others is not allowed.

The Seattle Community Network (SCN) clearly displays a similar set of rules for

usersentering the community (Schuler, 1996). And a conclusionary item in the SCN

code states:"I have read and understand the SCN policy statement and agree to abide
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by it as thegoverning policy of theSCN" (Schuler, 1996, p.268). Contravening these

rules can have consequences that vary in severity. Posting confidential personal

information that is obtained illegally, or pornography, or sexually harassing or

threatening others could be punishable by law. Severe breach of copyright is also a

legal offense, though as yet few cases have been tried in a court of law. The usual way

of dealing with such transgressions is to remove the person committing the offense

from the community.

The style in which by-laws are presented varies considerably. Some arc written

concisely, others arc terse, still others ramble, and some go into formidable detail.

A group of graduate students and members of the Down Syndrome Online

Advocacy Group agreed on the following two principles for their site:

1. Do not communicate to someone else that which you would not want

communicated to you.

2. Our focus is Down Syndrome research and its funding, so please stay on that

topic.

Later, even these rules were removed, as they seemed unnecessary in this community.

Codes of practice for communication: netiquette

Ways ofexpressing oneselfonline arc developing ascodesofpracticeamong usersand

to enhance communication, particularly by adding information about posters'

emotional intentions.

1The correct term is Down Syndrome. It vised to be Down's but since around 1985, Down

Syndrome has been the term widely used.
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When sitting comfortably at your computer in the tranquility of your own home, it

iseasy to forget that messages posted to mailing lists, bulletin boards and chat rooms

are going to hundreds or thousands of people, many of whom have different values

and background. What may seem reasonable, understandable, or humorous to you

may not be received in that way. This is why newcomers to a community often opt

to lurk for a while. They want to assess the community's ambience and get a feel for

the style of interaction.

There are also recommended codes of Internet practice, known as nctiquette, a con

traction of Net etiquette. Well-known examples of netiquettc include the following

(Lchncrt, 1998):

• Avoid replying to the whole list if what you have to say is really only relevant to
the person who sent the last message.

• Do not reply with a yes, no, or other cryptic comment, which will be totally
meaningless in a few hours or days, when the conversation has moved on. Make

sure you include the mail to which you are replying or write a full sentence that
will indicate the context of your comment.

• If your topic isn't relevant to the list, think twice about whether to send it.

• Avoid auto-replies if you arc active on mailing lists.

• Avoid humor that may be misunderstood or offend.

• Do not use all capital letters; people will think you arc shouting.

Netspeak acronyms are also used to clarify meaning and reduce typing. Some

commonly used ones arc (Lehnert, 1998):

LOL—laughing out loud

BTW—by the way

FYI—for your information


